
Marlinja Microgrid – 
a case study in community energy



Community Energy Planning

•Access to reliable, affordable power underpins all other 
community wellbeing outcomes

•The planning and delivery of services and infrastructure 
in First Nations and remote communities can be a 
complex and costly exercise. Better outcomes are 
achieved wheh service delivery is carefully tailored to 
meet the needs of residents.

•Original Power’s Community Energy Planning Model 
(CEP) is a process of working with community residents, 
other service agencies and electrical contractors to 
improve a community’s energy services, typically 
resulting in the installation of a renewable energy 
system. 

When a community invites Original power to work with them on finding an energy 
solution to local challenges, we use a community energy planning process to decide 
everything from the design of the system to how it can meet community needs.

Original Power used the CEP in partnership with Marlinja community in the 
Northern Territory to plan and prepare for the transition away from diesel 
generation, to solar and batteries. 



Are you ready to start your own community energy project?
There are some other important things to consider in your 
community energy plan..

• Who will make the decisions? Has your project got the right stakeholders involved 
to make a decision to proceed?

• What resources will be needed? Funding for system design, contractors, 
equipment, land access and legal support will be needed, as well as capacity to 
negotiate and plan.

• What technical and project management support will be needed? Will the 
community need to fund a project manager?

• Who will manage the project? A community reference group or company, existing 
organisation, or a private company?

• How will the project be funded? Apply for a loan? Apply for private investment or 
government funding? Apply for a grant? Other?

• What benefits does the community want from the project? Reduce power prices? 
Create jobs? Provide a community income stream? Other?

• Will connection be assured? Unless your project is a standalone system, 
connection agreements are a fundamental prerequisite for accessing or building 
clean energy. Eg. grid connection and Power Purchase Agreement conditions.

• Have you checked ownership of power assets? This includes things like poles and 
wires in the community, or existing power generators to understand the rules for 
connecting your energy project to these assets.



• In April 2024 the Marlinja Microgrid will become the first 100% 
Indigenous community-owned, grid connected community 
solar microgrid anywhere in the NT – or Australia!

• For the first time, households will receive direct financial credit 
on their pre-paid meters proportional to what they produce at the 
microgrid each day. This innovative benefit sharing model could 
provide a blueprint for many other Indigenous communities on 
pre-paid meters to access renewable energy benefits in future

• We have helped build regulatory processes to make project 
assessment easier with the regulatory and retailer through 
ongoing working groups.

•Marlinja residents participated in solar training on the Community 
Centre solar installation and on a large solar farm in Wagga Wagga 
in anticipation of installation of their own community microgrid.

It took four years from idea and energy planning to build stage.
so what will the end result be at marlinja?



Join the First Nations Clean Energy network!
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